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Friday 2 February 2018, Marwell Hotel 9am - 4pm

Spark my imagination:
music to ignite your passion to inspire others

Workshop information
Brazilian samba dance - Inspire Works (KS1/KS2)
Inspired by the highly flamboyant and visual dances of the Rio Carnival, participants will learn
movements used by the different dancer roles within the samba school for both male and female
dancers, ensemble and soloists. Rosaria will also demonstrate how to teach samba dance to all
ages from KS1-KS2.

Kecak - the Balinese Monkey Chant - Inspire Works (All)
In this fun and engaging workshop lead by Inspire-works Musical Director Mike Simpson, delegates
will learn Kecak which is a vocal reproduction of gamelan and includes simple movements and
story-telling. Mike studied Kecak whilst living in Bali and has devised methods for teaching it to all
ages of children from KS1-KS2 which are accessible but stretch their musical capabilities.

Singing in a Special School –Tara Chapman (Special)
During this session you will examine ways of using your voice in the classroom with special needs
students to engage them in musical activity.

A Feast of Taiko! - Luke Jones (KS2)
Immerse yourself in the culture, discipline and energy of Japanese Taiko drumming. Playing
authentic taiko drums led by world music specialist Luke Jones. During this workshop you will
learn numerous aspects of taiko drumming, culminating in playing/performing a short piece of taiko
music. Prepare to work up a good appetite !

Sense and Sense Ability! - Matthew Hemson (Special)
Creativity is inventing, experimenting, growing, taking risks, breaking rules, making mistakes, and
having fun!" Mary Lou Cook. If you would like to break some rules, take some risks, be creative
and have some fun then this workshop is for you! Using our innate gift of music we will explore our
5 senses (and our 6th sense too) to create a musical experience that inspires inventive play and
engagement for both teachers and pupils.

Street Dance - Annaleigh McKinlay (All)
This workshop will be a stripped down version of one of my classes and will cover all of the
different techniques we use for communication, focus, and motivation.
We will be going through basic steps and the importance of different music styles, rhythms and
auditory visual methods.
Our aim is that by the end of the session you'll be able to confidently have the tools you need to
lead a class through a basic Street Dance themed session.
(Flat shoes and comfortable clothing is a must for this workshop as we will be running through
some basic moves that you will be able to take away and use in your own classes).

Exploring creativity through the voice and the voice through creativity
- Sharon Durant (KS1/SEN)
From squeaks to yawns, we will explore the amazing breadth of noises that our voices can make
and how they can work with the imagination to create music. With plenty of technique advice, you
will be led on a vocal journey that is bound to include lots of singing and laughing.

Winning Warm-Ups - Nikki Hewson, Out of the Ark (KS2)
This workshop will show delegates some essential easy-to-use techniques that will develop and
protect young voices, and keep them singing better and for longer.
We will cover:
* The seven fundamental steps for warming up voices.
* Learn two vocal stories to help with remembering these steps.
* Learn some Out of the Ark vocal warm-ups using our Words on Screen™ resource
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